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Abstract. D mesons serve as excellent probes of hot and/or dense strongly interacting matter.
They can provide insight into the restoration of chiral symmetry. The chiral condensate as well
as other chirally odd condensates, such as certain four-quark condensates, are linked to order
parameters of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. Thus, the evaluation of these higher order
condensate contributions in the framework of QCD sum rules is of high interest. We present
a general method for projecting Lorentz indices of ground state expectation values providing
a crucial step towards a comprehensive calculation of higher order corrections to the operator
product expansion of hadrons, especially D mesons, in a strongly interacting medium.
1. Introduction
Among the central issues of hadron physics is chiral symmetry, its breaking in vacuum and
its restoration in medium. Chiral symmetry is explicitly broken due to non-zero quark masses
leaving the mass term of the Lagrangian not invariant under chiral transformations. If only
light quark flavors (up, down) are under consideration the assumption of massless quarks is
justified. However, chiral symmetry is broken spontaneously, because the QCD ground state is
not invariant under chiral transformations.
The chiral condensate 〈q¯q〉 is linked to order parameters of the spontaneous chiral symmetry
breaking. This chirally odd condensate, i.e. a condensate which is not invariant under chiral
transformations, is non-zero and thus, signals spontaneous symmetry breaking, similarly to the
vector and axial-vector mixing under axial transformations. Besides the chiral condensates also
further condensates are connected to order parameters of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking,
e.g. chirally odd four-quark-condensates. Chiral spontaneous symmetry breaking gets apparent
due to the mass splitting of chiral partner mesons. For instance, in the light-quark sector, the
axial vector meson a1 is significantly heavier than its chiral partner, the vector meson ρ [1].
In a strongly interacting medium the situation changes drastically: We have to deal with
non-zero temperatures T and baryon densities n. In leading-order, non-zero temperatures are
modeled by a pion gas and finite densities by ambient nucleons. The chiral condensate changes
in a medium according to (cf. [2, 3])
〈q¯q〉T,n = 〈q¯q〉
(
1− T
2
8f2pi
− σN n
m2pif
2
pi
)
, (1)
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where fpi is the pion decay constant, mpi the pion mass and σN is the nucleon sigma term.
Obviously the numerical value of the chiral condensate decreases for increasing temperature and
density; chiral restoration would be accompanied by 〈q¯q〉T,n = 0.
The impact of further chirally odd condensates, e.g. certain four-quark condensates behaving
as the chiral condensate, is therefore of utmost interest in relation to chiral restoration. First
investigations have been performed in the light-quark meson sector, e.g. a significant impact of
chirally odd four-quark condensates was found in the framework of rho meson sum rules [4]. We
aim at extending these evaluations to Qq meson systems, containing an heavy (Q) and a light
(q) valence quark.
Choosing certain chiral transformations restricted to light quarks, one can derive an invariant
Lagrangian [5]. However, vector and axial-vector currents as well as scalar and pseudo-
scalar currents mix under these transformations, i.e. also in the Qq sector certain chirally odd
condensates determine the mass splitting of chiral partner mesons. Again, chiral symmetry
restoration in medium is supposed to be accompanied by the vanishing of chirally odd
condensates.
Theoretical investigations of four-quark condensates of Qq meson systems in medium is
of large interest, since the envisaged experiments of the CBM and Panda collaborations at
FAIR [6,7] include the analysis of medium modifications of D mesons.
2. In-medium QCD sum rules of D mesons: operator product expansion
QCD sum rules proved to be a successful tool to extract spectral properties of hadrons in vacuum
from the theory of strong interaction [8,9]. During the last two decennia an extension to hadrons
in an strongly interacting environment has given insight into their medium modifications [2, 3],
which are of large contemporary interest. The sum rule method utilizes the causal current-
current correlator
Π(q) = i
∫
d4x eiqx〈T[J(x)J†(0)]〉 , (2)
where T[. . .] means time ordering and J denotes a current reflecting the quark content and
quantum numbers of the hadron under consideration. The correlator (2) can be related to the
hadrons spectral function via a dispersion relation which provides a link of QCD, formulated
in quark degrees of freedom, and hadronic phenomenology. The evaluation of Π(q) employs
Wilson’s operator product expansion (OPE) [10].
The OPE is an expansion at operator level. The operator product is expanded in an
asymptotic series of local operators Oi with increasing mass dimension:
J(x)J†(0) =
∑
i
Ci(x)Oi(0) . (3)
The coefficients Ci in this series expansion are the Wilson coefficients. QCD provides three
operators as basic elements for this expansion: quark operators q, the gluonic field strength
tensor Gµν and the covariant derivative Dµ, which appear in infinitely combinations building
the Oi. We consider the expectation value of the current-operator product, thus, we need to
use the expectation values of the operators of the expansion. These expectations values are
the condensates, characterizing the complex QCD ground state. In vacuum they have certain
numerical values, which may be universally used for sum rule evaluation.
QCD cannot be treated perturbatively for low momentum transfers and long distance
phenomena due to the running strong coupling αs. One of the beneficial features of the OPE
is the separation of scales [11], i.e. long range effects are absorbed into the condensates and
the Wilson coefficients can be calculated by means of perturbation theory. In the light-quark
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1Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation of four-quark condensate contributions.
sector, all vacuum condensates up to mass dimension 6 have been identified and their Wilson
coefficients have been determined, unlike the in-medium OPE for D mesons. Their coefficients
are determined up to mass dimension 5 for in-medium situations [12]. The complete in-medium
contributions of four-quark condensates are determined for light mesons only [13]. The three-
gluon condensate contribution, also of mass dimension 6, has been calculated for vacuum
situations so far [14]. This work addresses crucial computational steps towards a comprehensive
calculation of Wilson coefficients of higher order condensates for in-medium situations, especially
for four-quark condensates of Qq mesons. New medium specific condensates come into play,
which contain heavy quark operators.
3. Four-quark condensates
Only expectation values of operators which carry the assumed symmetries of the QCD ground
state are considered condensates [15]. Formally, condensates are expectation values of hermitian
operator products, which are to be Lorentz and Dirac scalars as well as color singlets. They are
invariant under parity and time reversal transformations. Thus, the projection of Dirac, color
and Lorentz indices of the expectation values has to be performed. The projection of Dirac
and color indices relies on orthogonal bases provided by the Clifford algebra and the generators
and unity element of the color group, respectively [16]. Projection of Lorentz indices is more
involved, in particular for in-medium situations.
In leading order, four-quark condensates contribute to D meson sum rules on tree-level
in order αs. The four-quark condensate contributions in a diagrammatic representation (cf.
figure 1) are of two kinds: the meson momentum either flows through a quark or a gluon
line [8]. The depicted diagrams yield condensate contributions proportional to 〈q¯iΓDµDνDλqi〉,
〈q¯iΓDµGνλqi〉 and 〈q¯tAΓ1qQ¯tAΓ2Q〉 where qi symbolizes either Q or q, tA stands for a generator
or the unity element of the color group and Γ, Γi denote basis elements of the Clifford algebra,
carrying themselves up to two Lorenz indices each. The projection of these uncontracted Lorentz
indices leads to 24 condensates in the Qq sector, which are invariant under parity and time
reversal transformations.
4. Projection of Lorentz Indices
In contrast to Dirac and color projections, which rely on an expansion in an orthogonal basis,
projecting Lorentz indices is based on given elements which carry Lorentz structures. In
vacuum, these are the metric tensor gµν and the totally anti-symmetric pseudo-tensor εµνλσ.
For investigations of the temperature and/or density dependence of condensates, a further
Lorentz structure is available for projection. Due to the presence of the ambient medium the
Poincare´ invariance is broken, and the medium velocity vµ needs to be considered additionally
for projections. It has wide ranging implications, as it allows for the projection of expectation
values with an odd number of Lorentz indices which results in a multitude of new condensates.
The ansatz for an expectation value 〈O~µn〉 ≡ 〈Oµ1...µn〉 carrying n Lorentz indices reads
〈O~µn〉 = a ·p~µn , (4)
where p~µn ≡ pµ1...µn denotes the vector of all projection structures and a is the vector of the
corresponding coefficients. Contracting Eq. (4) with p~µn yields
〈O~µn〉p~µn = p~µn
[
p~µn ·a
]
=
[
p~µn(p~µn)
T
]
a = Pna , (5)
where we have defined the matrix Pn = p
~µn(p~µn)
T. Defining a vector c = 〈O~µn〉p~µn , which
contains the expectation values contracted with all projection structures, we obtain
a = P−1n c . (6)
Thus, the projection formula for n Lorentz indices reads in compact form
〈O~µn〉 =
(
P−1n c
) ·p~µn (7)
or more explicitly
〈O~µn〉 =
{[
p~νn(p~νn)
T
]−1 〈O~κn〉p~κn} ·p~µn . (8)
The general projection vectors p~µn for n ≤ 5 have the following structures:
pµ = vµ , (9a)
pµν = (gµν ,
vµvν)
T , (9b)
pµνλ = (εµνλαv
α,
vµgνλ, vνgµλ, vλgµν ,
vµvνvλ)
T , (9c)
pµνλσ = (εµνλσ,
vµενλσαv
α, vνεµλσαv
α, vλεµνσαv
α,
gµνgλσ, gµλgνσ, gµσgνλ,
vµvνgλσ, vµvλgνσ, vµvσgνλ, vλvσgµν , vνvσgµλ, vνvλgµσ,
vµvνvλvσ)
T , (9d)
pµνλσρ = (vµενλσρ, vνεµλσρ, vλεµνσρ, vσεµνλρ,
gµνελσραv
α, gµλενσραv
α, gµσενλραv
α, gνλεµσραv
α, gνσεµλραv
α, gλσεµνραv
α,
vµvνελσραv
α, vµvλενσραv
α, vµvσενλραv
α, vνvλεµσραv
α, vνvσεµλραv
α,
vλvσεµνραv
α,
vµgνλgσρ, vµgνσgλρ, vµgνρgλσ, vνgµλgσρ, vνgµσgλρ, vνgµρgλσ, vλgµνgσρ,
vλgµσgνρ, vλgµρgνσ, vσgµνgλρ, vσgµλgνρ, vσgµρgνλ, vρgµνgλσ, vρgµλgνσ,
vρgµσgνλ,
vµvνvλgσρ, vµvνvσgλρ, vµvνvρgλσ, vµvσvρgνλ, vµvλvρgνσ,
vµvλvσgνρ, vνvσvρgµλ, vνvλvρgµσ, vνvλvσgµρ, vλvσvρgµν ,
vµvνvλvσvρ)
T , (9e)
where p~µn is listed in the following way: If possible, projection structures incorporating
the totally anti-symmetric pseudo-tensor are noted first, the following lines (blocks) contain
projection structures incorporating the metric tensor with increasing number of quantities vµ
(from line (block) to line (block)).
In order to separate vacuum and medium specific structures the projection is decomposed as
〈O~µn〉 = 〈O~µn〉vac + 〈O~µn〉med . (10)
If the expectation value carries an odd number of Lorentz indices it is a purely medium specific
condensate and a decomposition is obsolete. When dealing with an even number of Lorentz
indices the vacuum projection 〈O~µn〉vac is obtained by applying the depicted method, but using
pvac~µn instead of p~µn containing the vacuum specific elements gµν and εµνλσ only. The medium
projection is obtained according to 〈O~µn〉med = 〈O~µn〉 − 〈O~µn〉vac.
5. Summary
Four-quark condensate contributions to the OPE of D mesons for general in-medium situations
extend existing QCD sum rule evaluations. One of the major computational tasks for calculating
contributions of higher order condensates, especially four-quark condensates, is the projection
of Dirac, color and Lorentz indices. Generalization of the projection of Dirac and color indices
is straight forward because they rely on an orthogonal basis and with regard to four-quark
condensates one observes a close connection to Fierz transformations (cf. [17, 18]). However,
the projection of Lorentz indices for in-medium situations is more involved. In this paper we
present a general procedure which goes beyond the common itemization of explicit examples, e.g.
given in [14,15]. Our method is now being implemented in the evaluation of Wilson coefficients
of those four-quark condensates which appear as αs contributions containing terms intimately
related to chiral symmetry.
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